EEG Skin Protector
Foam cushions designed to protect the patient’s skin from pressure and breakdown caused by EEG electrodes during monitoring procedures. Universal sizing to accommodate any standard adult cup electrode. A strong adhesive backing helps to hold the electrodes securely in position, making them a great option for long-term or ambulatory EEG patients. Peel-off tab for easy application.

Dyomedix SnuggleFit™ Infant Respiratory Effort System
Disposable Respiratory Effort System Designed Specifically for Infants
• Slim, Low Profile Sensor Modules
• Extreme PVDF Sensitivity
• Cut to Size Disposable Button-Hole Straps
• Optional Comfort Wrap Module Cover
• No Polarity Reversal
• AASM Accepted

Each Kit includes: 2 SnuggleFit Sensors, 2-50 Yard Rolls of Effort Belt Strap,

- SF-001.K 1.5 mm Universal Effort Interface Kit .............................................. $495.00
- SF-002.K Alice 5 Interface Kit ........................................................................ $495.00
- SF-003.K Embla Interface Kit .......................................................................... $595.00
- SF-004.K Alice 6 Interface Kit .......................................................................... $595.00
- SF-005.K Grael Interface Kit ........................................................................... $595.00
- SF-006.K Pediatric SUM Module and Interface Kit ........................................ $945.00
- SF-020-R SnuggleFit Effort Belt Roll, Purple, 50yd roll ................................ $75.00
- SF-021-R SnuggleFit Effort Belt Roll, Purple, 250yd roll ............................... $335.00
- SF-022 SnuggleFit Infant Effort Belt ................................................................. $125.00
- SF-023 Zoo Animal Sticker Roll (100ct) ......................................................... $7.50
- SF-024 SnuggleFit Comfort Wrap (10pk) ...................................................... $15.00
- SF-025 SnuggleFit Comfort Wrap (50pk) ...................................................... $75.00
- SF-026 SnuggleFit Comfort Wrap (100pk) .................................................... $125.00

Cardio-Prep
An abrasive prep intended to lower skin impedance to enhance signal quality from patient recording electrodes in studies such as EKG, ECG or EMG studies and others where very clear skin impedance is needed.

- MCP-24 Box of 24 Single-Use Cups ................................................................. $10.50

SleepSense Disposable Inductive System for HST
• SleepSense Disposable Inductive Belts are pre-cut into Adult sizes
• Reusable Inductive Interface Buckles have a 1 year warranty
• Easy to use, full adjustment at any time throughout the study

- SLP9256.KIT Disposable Inductive Kit / Alice NightOne Compatible - Kit includes 9256 Buckle (1), 9007.L120 Disposable Belts (20-pack) ........................ $210.00
- SLP9255.KIT Disposable Inductive Kit / NOX T3 Compatible - Kit includes 9255 Universal Buckle (2), 9007.L120 Disposable Belts (20-pack) .... $365.00
- SLP9111NO Abdomen / Nomad Compatible - Buckle only .................................. $175.00
- SLP9112NO Chest / Nomad Compatible - Buckle only ...................................... $175.00

Single Use CPR Unit
This single-use CPR mask has an oxygen inlet and is universally sized to fit Adults, Children, and even Infants. In addition to the mask, each unit comes with a pair of nitrile powder free gloves, an antimicrobial wipe, and an instructional CPR card. Kit comes packaged inside a resealable zip-lock container.

- CLR-3 Single Use CPR Unit ......................................................................... $9.95
Technomed Disposable EEG Electrodes

- 10mm cup electrodes. Multi-color leads with a 1.5mm safety connector.
- "No-lift" contour adjustable cup neck for low profile
- Easy and time efficient handling with tangle-free lead wires
- Low insertion force connector for reduced strain and stress of user’s hand and arm

Standard Cup and Deeper Dome Cup Electrodes.

**Packs of 27**

**NEW!**

- C52-4327 1m Lead (39") Standard Cup ................................................... $19.25
- C52-6327 1.5m Lead (59") Standard Cup ................................................... $19.25
- C53-4327 1m Lead (39") Deeper Dome Cup ................................................... $19.25
- C53-6327 1.5m Lead (59") Deeper Dome Cup ................................................... $19.25

Intraoperative Neuromonitoring Needle Count Sheet

The Intraoperative Neuromonitoring Needle Count Sheet is designed as a simple and functional needle management tool for use by healthcare workers in surgical settings.

**NEW!**

- NT-NCS Pack of 10 ................................................................................... $10.00

Bongo RX

- FDA cleared for treating mild to moderate obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)
- Clinically tested to demonstrate safety and effectiveness
- Supplemental lifestyle option for your compliant patients
- Patient friendly option for your non-compliant patients
- Starter kit includes all sizes for easy, hassle-free

![Bongo RX Image](image-url)

**NEW!**

- BNG500 All Sizes Kit (1 of each size) .................................................... $209.00
- BNG502 Small Annual Pack (4 of size SM) ................................................. $249.00
- BNG503 Medium Annual Pack (4 of size MD) ............................................. $249.00
- BNG504 Large Annual Pack (4 of size LG) ................................................ $249.00
- BNG505 X-Large Annual Pack (4 of size XL) ............................................. $249.00
- BNG530 Replacement Headgear ................................................................. $19.00

Distilled Water for CPAP Humidifiers

Distilled water designed to protect your CPAP equipment.

**NEW!**

- AP-12 8oz Bottle, pack of 12 ................................................................. $21.99
- AP-24 8oz Bottle, pack of 24 ................................................................. $35.99
- 6677400040 16.9oz Bottle, Individual ...................................................... $3.95
- 6677400040-6 16.9oz Bottle, pack of 6 .................................................... $13.50
- 6677400040-12 16.9oz Bottle, pack of 12 ................................................ $24.50

2019 UPCOMING CONFERENCES

- OCTOBER 6-7, 2019 - DEARBORN, MI ........................................................... MICHIGAN ACADEMY OF SLEEP MEDICINE
- OCTOBER 11-12, 2019 - OVERLAND PARK, KS ........................................ KASP
- OCTOBER 18-19, 2019 - BURLINGAME, CA ............................................... CALIFORNIA SLEEP SOCIETY 2019
- OCTOBER 24-25, 2019 - PORTLAND, OR ................................................ PROVIDENCE SLEEP SYMPOSIUM
- OCTOBER 24-25, 2019 - RICHMOND, VA ................................................. VASM
- NOVEMBER 1-2, 2019 - CHAPEL HILL, NC ............................................. NORTH CAROLINA SLEEP
- NOVEMBER 8-9, 2019 - NASHVILLE, TN ................................................ TN-ASET
- NOVEMBER 15-16, 2019 - COCOA, FL ..................................................... FLORIDA ASSOC. OF SLEEP TECHNOLOGISTS
- DECEMBER 6-10, 2019 - BALTIMORE, MD .............................................. AMERICAN EPILEPSY SOCIETY

FOLLOW US!
NeuroEEG™

NeuroEEG™: Miniature and wireless EEG device that fits in the palm of your hand.

NeuroEEG™ is a 16 channel FDA approved wireless EEG amplifier that fits in the palm of your hand. It is intended to acquire, record, transmit, and display electrical brain activity of patients of all ages.

- NeuroEEG™ works in parallel with the NeuroCap™, a 19 channel, 22 electrode pre-gelled disposable EEG headset.
- Can quickly be deployed across a wide range of clinical environments.
- Minimal training: Simple and user friendly device can be used by any layperson.

NeuroEEG Software simplifies data analysis for EEG specialists. Data acquired by NeuroEEG is to be performed under the direction and interpretation of a licensed medical professional.

Fields of Application for NeuroCap and NeuroEEG:
- Neurology
- Emergency Rooms (ER)
- Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
- Operating Room (OR)
- Sports medicine
- Clinical Research
- Mobile Clinics

NEW!

20-001 NeuroEEG™ 16-Channel Wireless EEG Amplifier $7,500.00
31-001 DB25-DINs Cable Adapter connects DEC 22 to DIN Touch Proof EEG amplifiers (will also need to purchase separately DEC22 DB25 Cable Adapter) $295.00
32-001 DEC22-DB25 Cable Adapter to connect the DEC 22 Cap directly to 3rd party Amplifiers via their DB-25 ports (male-to-female serial) $295.00

NeuroCap™

NeuroCap™: Disposable, pre-gelled, and standard 10/20 electrode System headset that can be applied easily and quickly.

NeuroCap™ is a FDA approved 19-channel, 22 electrode headset.

With the ability to connect to any type of EEG amplifier, NeuroCap™ streamlines setup and calibration time to 5 minutes.

NeuroCap™ is intended for use in ER (emergency room), ICU (intensive care unit) and OR (operating room) for recording of STAT EEGs in patients of 18 years of age and older.

NeuroCap™ Overview:
- Fixed Pre-Gelled Electrodes allow all clinical personnel to administer EEG.
- Disposable Headset reduces patient’s exposure to infections eliminating the need to clean after each use.

NEW!

22-001 Large, 56-62cm (1 Cap) $150.00
22-010 Large, 56-62cm (10 Caps) $1,450.00
23-001 Medium, 50-56cm (1 Cap) $150.00
23-010 Medium, 50-56cm (10 Caps) $1,450.00
24-001 Small, 47-53cm (1 Cap) $150.00
24-010 Small, 47-53cm (10 Caps) $1,450.00
Nasal Aid
Nasal Aid is a reusable and adjustable nasal dilator that helps keep your nasal passages open, helping you breathe better through your nose and sleep more soundly. The product helps reduce snoring, congestion, and stuffy nose. The Nasal Aid does not use any sticky adhesives like you'd find with nasal strips and is long-lasting so you don't have to repeatedly purchase or replenish your supply. Buy it once and breathe right for a lifetime!

NEW!

MEDIZIME®LF
MEDIZIME®LF is a combination of enzymes and low foam detergents, formulated to safely eliminate proteinaceous contamination and solubilize lipids on flexible optic scopes, surgical instruments and laundry. The utilization of this product prior to sterilization or high level disinfection with a 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution (WAVICIDE-01®) greatly increases the effectiveness of the germicide.

- Saves Time: Once diluted, need only 2-3 minutes contact time for fiberoptic instrumentation.
- Easy to use: Packaged in gallon containers with an accurate 1 oz. pump dispenser.
- Cost Efficient: Concentrated yet mild in pH.
- Environmentally Safe: 100% biodegradable and phosphate free. This solution is gentle on the environment.

3304LF-1GL 1 gal.......................................................... $44.95

Lux Meter
- Measures luminosity from 0 to 200,000 Lux and ambient temperature
- Handheld design, lightweight and compact, easy to transport
- 3 x 1.5V AAA Batteries Included

Get accurate lux readings and ambient temperatures to use in detailed sleep reports, or for simply maintaining optimal sleep conditions in the lab. Typical lighting in the home, including light from the outside, may have lux readings in the range of 300-500. Optimal lux range for bedtime activities (i.e., reading, relaxing in bed, etc) should be less than 180 lux and readings should be no higher than a lux of 5, after ‘lights out’.

MT-912 Lux Meter.............................................. $29.95

PSG and EEG Lead Palettes
New PSG [polysomnogram] and EEG [electroencephalogram] Lead Palettes by TechLux are designed to help improve overall sleep patient setup times and also train both PSG and EEG technologists.

The disposable notepad sheets help techs focus more on patients rather than collection leads, while also reducing the risk of paste cross-contamination in between patients.

Each palette takes about 2 to 5 minutes to prepare. Palettes can be pre-prepped up to 24 hour before patient arrival. Any conductive or cream can be applied to the palettes. They feature a front page system as well as a system on the back to facilitate lead palette organization and application.

PLE1020 EEG Lead Palettes (15 Disposable Sheets)................................. $6.50
PLP1020 PSG Lead Palettes (15 Disposable Sheets).................................. $4.95

NEW!

Waveguard™ Connect
Waveguard Connect EEG caps are high quality, durable and easy to use. Various smart technologies make this product a perfect match for hospitals and institutes aiming at reliable EEG, maximum uptime and great patient comfort!

Waveguard Connect’s exceptional comfort is achieved through the use of soft silicone electrode cups instead of the hard, uncomfortable plastic cups that are commonly used in competing caps. The EEG caps feature hidden wiring and high density connectors, making the use and maintenance of the caps quick, safe, and easy. Waveguard Connect is perfect for routine diagnostics where good signal quality is crucial for valid assessment.

Features & Benefits:
- Most suitable EEG cap for AC coupled clinical recordings
- Proven design and high quality at best price on the market
- Great wearing comfort for patients, also in lying position
- Few sizes fit all, full coverage of adult head circumferences
- Easy to use, simple to maintain
- Straightforward connection to all major clinical EEG systems (e.g. NicoletOne®, Nihon Kohden®, Mitsar®, Micromed® etc.)
- No loose wires - safe use and maintenance
- Tin (Sn) electrodes provide excellent signal quality for routine use, especially in AC coupled clinical recordings
- Desinfectable caps, short drying times
- 4 month warranty
- Saving costs and waste due to less frequent equipment supply

NEW!

Waveguard Connect EEG Cap - 21 electrodes plus GND + REF, reference position at CPz layout 10/20, Tin electrode, 1xDB25 Male connector, unshielded cable 1.5m.

AN-XC-301 Adapter for Waveguard Connect - Adapts cap with any touchproof headbox. DB25 Female connector to 25 touchproof connectors with electrode labels. One adapter needed per EEG system. $120.00
AN-CS-3XX.11 Waveguard EEG Cap, size LARGE 56-61 cm............................................. $360.00
AN-CS-3XX.10 Waveguard EEG Cap, size MEDIUM 51.56 cm............................................. $360.00
AN-CS-3XX.09 Waveguard EEG Cap, size SMALL 47.51 cm............................................. $360.00
AN-CS-3XX.08 Waveguard EEG Cap, size CHILD 43-47 cm............................................. $360.00
AN-CS-3XX.07 Waveguard EEG Cap, size INFANT 39-43 cm............................................. $360.00
AN-CS-3XX.06 Waveguard EEG Cap, size BABY 36-39 cm............................................. $360.00